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V Symbols 

 
Vacuum cleaner - cleansing of a family-atom. 

Varnish (ark) - invigorate; renew. 

Vase - symbol of quelle or the lower and higher subconscious.  Symbol of the womb or the 

human birth matrix.  The feminine principle.   

Vase (broken) - an injury or damage to the flow between subconscious and the objective mind.   

Vase (with flowers) - if flowers appear in the vase, it is the symbol of fertility.   

Vase (plain glass) - if the vase is of plain glass, it is indicative of sterility or being unable to 

conceive. 

Vehicle (any moving) - the higher etheric body’s movement and action where one is learning 

about time and space. 

Veil (scarf) - symbol of Divine Mother veil of forgiveness that she places over her recalcitrant 

children.  Also, a symbol of the dream veils of which there are seven. 

Veins (including pulse points of the body, heartbeat, cells, nerves, arteries, muscles, glands, 

organs) (234) - etheric energy in the lesser etheric body. 

Venerable One - also known as Brihaspati, oversees all twelve Light Streams, in conjunction 

with Joseph, the father of Jesus. Venerable One: Light Stream #2 (IS) - white staff; pink rose; 

white dove flying in rosy light; ruby; acorn; grain of corn. 

Vertical line - alignment; the will; oneness; vertical thinking; discipline. 

Vest - shield of insulation. 

Vest (gold) (ark) - a soul breastplate; a shield of insulation. 

Vest (red) (arck) - shield of insulation power charged with cosmic dynamism. 

Vest (white) - a spiritual breastplate; a shield of insulation. 

Vhibuti (ark) - manifestation grace. 

Vial (physicians) (IS) - Illuminati. 

Video (ark) - banked recording. 

Village (Indian) (dc) - tapping early Atlantis; descendent of Indians. 

Violet (114) - tenderness and selfless love.  The color of the spiritual life. (dc) - raises up. (121) 

the key solar color of mystical healing for Pisces. 

Violet (African) (IS) - Master R (Rakoczi aka St. Germaine):  Ritual - Light Stream #7. 
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Violet (Venus) - the Jesus garment of healing love and protection. To be sealed-in the violet light 

is to be free from the lower sentient charge of sensuality. 

Vine - Jesus; Branches - his disciples; Gardner - the Father. (John 15:1-27)1 The vine is where 

the fruits of grace can be shared with others.2   

Vinegar - to gain alkalinity balance and to gain control of energy processes in the digestive track.  

Vinegar-red (poured over urethra) (ark) - indicates one is disciplining himself for others lack of 

self-control for the energy processes of distemper; temper; agitators; disturbers; accusers; 

irresponsibility and those without conscience.     

Vineyard - the symbol of germinal life or expanding life in all substances. 

Vineyard (workers in) (ark)- workers in the vineyard symbolize initiates and disciples working 

in the Father’s garden. 

Vision (of Great Being at top of staircase) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi) leads one up to 

healing work; to be trained in night healing; to blend with Hippocrates’ ethic in healing; to learn 

etheric healing techniques.  A surgeon’s bowl and towel; a red ruby, a red rose, a surgeon’s 

scalpel; geometrical designs; the initiate is being trained in the techniques of etheric anatomy and 

solar light healing. 

Voice tones - contain irritating magnetisms offend the tonal receptivity of the hearer.  If one has 

moved with the spiritual tides, his voice ceases to resound the primitive tones which create the 

chaos set up through raucous or ill-timed speaking.  Until man lives at one with his soul’s 

pulsation, the diaphragm will send the primitive tones of the senses and emotions into the larynx. 

The voice tones of the speaker will be colored by the soiled magnetisms emanating from the 

primitive brain.  The austere speaker is a fearful man who would be righteous.  Staccato speakers 

who chop their words harms the nerve reflexes of the listener.  One who has a whining voice has 

the voice of a weakling and a wheedler who, through repeated pressures and irritations, achieves 

his ends.  (See Larynx and Diaphragm for more descriptions of voice tones.) 

Violin, Viola, Cello - are over directed by the Cherubim angels. 

Volcano (dc) - opening akasic record that is very hot. 

 
1John 15:1-27 (1) I am the true vine, and my Father is the husbandman. (5) I am the vine, ye are 

the branches: He that abideth in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit: for without 

me ye can do nothing. (8) Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit; so shall ye be 

my disciples. 
2Ann Ree Colton, The Natural Nisciene.   
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Volcano (down in) (dc) - subconscious mind; end chakra; relates to sexual power. 

Vomit / Vomiting / Nausea - indicates that one has reached an impasse in which he must 

eliminate the resentment and bitterness which have been stimulated by the bile of his hates and 

hostility. 

Vowel (missing) - missing numbers are one’s destiny. 

Vowel (many) - many numbers are one’s fate. 

Vowel (double numbers) - double numbers makes you impenetrable; sealed off person; 

untouchable. 

Vowels (yang) - contain spiritual potential and destiny.   


